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ABSTRACT

This paper describes experiments with a game device that was
used for early detection of delays in motor skill development in
primary school children. Children play a game by bi-manual
manipulation of the device which continuously collects accelerometer data and game state data. Features of the data are
used to discriminate between normal children and children
with delays. This study focused on the feature selection. Three
features were compared: mean squared jerk (time domain);
power spectral entropy (fourier domain) and cosine similarity
measure (quality of game play). The discriminatory power of
the features was tested in an experiment where 28 children
played games of different levels of difficulty. The results show
that jerk and cosine similarity have reasonable discriminatory
power to detect fine-grained motor skill development delays
especially when taking the game level into account. Duration
of a game level needs to be at least 30 seconds in order to
achieve good classification results.
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Less physical active children engage themselves less in new activities that challenge their motor development. Consequently,
the motor development is delayed. In Amsterdam alone the
percentage of children with a delay in gross motor development is about 15% and this number increases [10].
In order to counter these developments it would be beneficial
if the early detection of delayed motor skill development in
primary school children could be facilitated with so called
smart play sets that can be used in physical education. These
play sets are capable to provide a high level diagnosis of the
children’s motor skill development through analyzed sensor
data (e.g. accelerometer or gyroscope) and possibly engage
children in physical activities that are fun to do. This paper
focuses on the use of the Futurocube1 , a commercially available toy, that was adapted to detect fine motor skill delays.
The cube enables playing games at different levels of difficulty
and measures acceleration and game state continuously. The
work presented here tries to answer the following research
questions:

Author Keywords

1. What features are best for detecting delays in fine motor skill development of children: a) established, empirical movement measures for smoothness and coordination
and/or b) game state information of the Futurocube?

INTRODUCTION

2. Are there specific levels of difficulty of a game where these
detections are best?

Motor skill assessment, machine learning, signal processing
Children’s activity levels have decreased over the past 25 years
[4]. The amount of physical activity in the primary school
period is associated with the development of motor skills [2].
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The contribution of this research is twofold. The experiments
tested the different types of features on a large realistic data set
from game play of 28 children. The study also compared two
different classifiers for the detection of motor skill deficiencies.
RELATED WORK
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Previous research on quantitative assessment of motor abilities
mostly focused on wearable technology in physical medicine
and rehabilitation where subjects were suffering from severe
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game lasts for 180 seconds and is divided into six time segments of 30 seconds (denoted T ) where each segment has a
fixed level of difficulty (hereafter referred to as LoD). The
roadrunner game uses three LoDs (denoted l 2 {1, 2, 3}), each
with a different delay (500, 400, and 350 msec respectively).
In the game every LoD occurs twice. The game starts with a
segment with l = 1 followed by five random LoD’s in which
two subsequent segments can not have the same LoD.
Features

Figure 1: Futurocube

motor impairments e.g. stroke survivors [8] or cerebral palsy
[9]. Many of these studies apply a machine learning approach
in which the accelerometer and/or gyroscope signal is used to
extract and calculate features from the time and frequency domain that are subsequently used to train and test an algorithm
that is able to predict the motor skill performance of impaired
subjects.
The work presented in this article differs in three ways from
previous research: 1) a discriminatory model that detects children with motor development delays is made instead of a
predictive model; 2) the children participating in the experiments do not suffer from severe motor skill impairments due
to (birth) injuries and therefore differences in fine motor skills
are assumed to be more fine-grained and 3) the analysis presented here will include a game state feature e.g. an error
measure that will quantify how accurately a child can perform
the predefined task.
APPROACH
Game device

The Futurocube uses vibration, audio and colorful LEDs to
interact with the player. A photo is shown in figure 1. It uses
a low energy communication protocol to wirelessly exchange
information with a computer. Each side of the cube is divided
into nine squares, each containing a LED that can be identified
by a specific index number i 2 {0, . . . , 53}. The Futurocube
can be programmed by a simple, typeless 32-bit language
called PAWN 2 . The experimental data is collected from a builtin 3-axial accelerometer where each axis has a 16 bit data
output. The game software was able to capture data samples
with a frequency of approximately 20.8 Hz.
Roadrunner game

For the experiments a game application was scripted (referred
to as roadrunner hereafter) to challenge and assess the cube
handling speed of the child. The child has the task to pursue
a white spot i.e. LED (hereafter referred to as walker) that
moves over the surface of the cube. The player has to make
sure that the walker is always on top of the cube.
Each step the walker moves randomly (using uniform probabilities) to an adjacent square in one of three directions: forward,
right and left. The delays between the moves will determine
the level of difficulty of the game (inverse proportional). A
2 http://www.compuphase.com/pawn/pawn.htm

The data analysis used the digitally low-pass filtered (cutoff
frequency of 8Hz) accelerometer signal and game state data.
All mathematical calculations in this study were performed using Python 2.7 with modules Numpy 1.11.1 and Scipy 0.18.1.
Measures of smooth and coordinated movements

As a basis for the further analysis the Movement Intensity
(MI)[9] was calculated for each sample as follows;
q
MI(t) = ax (t)2 + ay (t)2 + az (t)2
(1)

with ax (t), ay (t) and az (t) being the acceleration measured on
the x-, y- and z-axis, respectively at time t.
Common measures of smooth and coordinated movements
are jerk measures [6] and spectrum-based measures [7] (e.g.
power spectral entropy). This study calculated both measures.
Based on the work of [6] the mean squared jerk (MSJ) was
calculated.
The power spectral entropy (PSE) can be interpreted as a
complexity measure for an uncertain system [11]. This work
used the calculation of the PSE as outlined in [11].
Game state measure

In order to measure how accurately a child can pursue the
optimal trail of the walker a distance measure, hereafter referred to as Cosine Similarity Measure (CSM), was defined
that quantifies the deviation between the walker position and
the inverted gravity cursor representing the top of the cube.
The center of the Futurocube can be referred to as the origin of
a 3D Euclidean space. It is then possible to express each cube
square and therefore walker location by means of a vector
wi 2 R3 where i 2 {0, . . . , 53} in this 3D reference framework.

In order to express the vector in the same metric as the embedded accelerometer, the vectors are normalized and subsequently multiplied by -256 which is approximately equal to
1g.
The cursor c 2 R3 can be represented as the gravity cursor
that indicates the top of the cube and is determined by means
of the acceleration readings provided by the system3 . As
a final measure the sum of squared distances between the
cursor and walker at each timestamp t denoted as d(t) where
{d(t)|0  d(t)  2} was calculated.
Classifiers

Feature values collected from a time segment are used to detect
delays in motor skill development. For this, machine learning
3 this

location was not visible for the player.

classifiers were studied. As a starting point this work used the
Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB) and Support Vector Machine4
(SVM) classifiers. The use of ensemble (Random Forest) and
boosting methods (Extreme Gradient Boosting machine) did
not reveal better classification results and therefore, following
the Occam’s razor principle, only results for GNB and SVM
are reported here.
EXPERIMENTS

Experiments with children playing the game were carried out
to compare the three different features, their combination, to
compare two different classifiers and three different segment
lengths.
Participants

A total of 28 children, age 7 to 8 years from a primary school
in Amsterdam participated in the experiments. All children
were assessed before the study by means of the Movement
Assessment Battery for Children (MABC-2) which is designed
to identify and describe impairments in motor performance of
children and adolescents [1]. The standard MABC-2 scores
were converted into percentiles (higher is better) to determine
how a child’s motor coordination compares to typically developing children of the same age. Children whose performance
falls below the 16th percentile and, according to the MABC-2,
are labeled as likely or most likely to have motor skill deficiencies (denoted deficiency with class label 1). All other children
(equal or above the 16th percentile) were denoted as normal
with class label 0. 63.6% of the collected experimental data
belongs to children with normal and 36.4% can be attributed to
children that are likely or most likely showing delayed motor
skill performance.
Each child trained for three minutes individually with the
Futurocube before performing the experiment. Except for one,
all children played two games, resulting in 110 data points for
each LoD.
Performance measure

F1 and recall scores were obtained performing five-fold stratified cross-validation (CV) for 50 repetitions on the data set.
Performance measures were collected for each level of difficulty and for the complete game. As mentioned in the previous section the used data set was significantly biased towards
children with normal motor skill performance and therefore
a stratified CV approach was chosen to assure that the data
skewness is represented in the bootstrap samples during crossvalidation.
RESULTS

Figure 2 visualizes the cross-validation results for the Naive
Bayes (figure 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d) and SVM (figure 2e, 2f, 2g, 2h)
classifiers for the individual features and the complete feature
set (figure 2d, 2h). Each figure presents the F1 and recall
scores for the three distinct levels of difficulty of the game
together with the overall scores.
For the combined features the GNB performs slightly better
than the SVM (F1 54.9 resp. 50.6 and recall 46.1 resp. 38.7).
4 using

a non-linear RBF kernel

For both classifiers the best discriminatory performance can
be achieved on the third game level (F1 61.7 resp. 58.4 and
recall 58.1 resp. 49.0) when using the complete feature set.
The discriminatory performance of the mean squared jerk
(MSJ) seems to increase when the level of difficulty of the
game raises, whereas the Cosine Similarity Measure (CSM),
based on game state information has a clear discriminatory
peak performance at game level 2. The cross-validation scores
for the PSE do not reveal a clear trend, the SVM scores show
an equivalent increasing trend as for the MSJ (better if game
level increases) but scores obtained with GNB show a slight
increase only at game level 2.
Figure 3 shows the effect of different segmentation lengths
(30, 10 and 5 sec) on the GNB classification performance of
the complete feature set which significantly decreases with
decreased length.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The results indicate that both mean squared jerk and cosine
similarity are suitable measures to distinguish between children with normal and delayed motor skill development. The
time window on which the feature calculation is based should
be at least 30 seconds in order to yield good discriminatory
power. Moreover, the predictive power of the features is influenced by the level of difficulty.
The developed method was able to predict the outcome of the
MABC assessment, thus we can conclude that it is indeed
possible to measure fine motor skills in a fast and playful
way. This is very valuable, because conventional tests are
time-consuming and not playful.
Since the level of difficulty influences the predictive power
of the features, future work should investigate whether it is
possible to adapt the level of the game to the motor skill level
of a child. Then, the discriminatory power of the features as
well as the playfulness can be increased. Another improvement
could be to calculate features that capture how accurately
children adapt to new situations, for instance to changes in
speed or to changes in the direction of the walker.
Future work should apply more complex machine learning
models that have the capacity to model temporal sequences.
Especially the current success of deep recurrent networks,
most notably those that rely on Long Short-Term Memory
cells (LSTM) [5], have achieved impressive performance when
applied to human activity recognition [3]. Most probably this
approach should be combined with the collection of gyroscope
data that can in principle be extracted from the used game
device.
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